DESIGN FEATURES

NON-LUBRICATED PLUG VALVES
FluoroSeal®, Non-Lubricated, Sleeved Plug Valves incorporate state-of-theart PTFE fluorocarbon seat design. With little required maintenance and
trouble-free operation, a high integrity bubble-tight seal is provided both inline and to atmosphere. The engineered design features contributing to the
superiority of our product are described as a function of their specific purpose
to ensure a trouble-free extended life.

LEAK-FREE PERFORMANCE
PTFE fluorocarbon, utilized in the FluoroSeal® sleeve and top seal components,
is universally resistant to corrosive media, being inert to all but a few rarely
encountered chemicals. It is a thermoplastic that can be used at a continuous
service temperature of 400°F (204°C) and much higher temperatures can be
satisfactorily sustained for shorter periods. Having a very low friction coefficient
it is self-lubricating, negating the need for any other form of lubrication. Since
PTFE is susceptible to deformation or cold flow as it is put under load, and as it
becomes more pliable at elevated temperatures, precaution is taken to control
this activity for the valve's intended purpose.
The FluoroSeal® internal body configuration has been designed to totally
contain all the edges of the PTFE sleeve at the top, bottom, and around the
entire port opening adjacent to the waterway. Any tendency of the sleeve
to grow is accommodated by relief recesses designed for this purpose and
positioned at 90 degrees to the body port openings. The port-defining metal
lips protect the PTFE sleeve from erosion and any possibility of sleeve rotation
within the body.
The waterway in the body has been designed with a contour providing a flow
path that assures minimum flow turbulence characteristics. The critical sealing
areas around the top and bottom of the sleeve and around the body port
openings are maintained by means of an adjustable tapered plug compressing
the PTFE sleeve over raised ribs.
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The PTFE top seal components are similarly contained and protected from
damage. A counter bore is provided at the top of the metal body to encapsulate
the outside diameter of the formed PTFE diaphragm in conjunction with the
formed metal diaphragm and to protect it from rupturing by regulating the
amount of compression at this point.

ANSI/ASME Class 600 Lbs FluoroSeal®
Plug Valve
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The inside diameter of the formed PTFE diaphragm, adjacent to the plug stem, is
also contained by means of a unique lip design of the formed metal diaphragm
preventing extrusion and maintaining the stem seal throughout variable
service conditions. This uniquely formed metal diaphragm also provides a
positive electrical ground between the plug and body, eliminating the need
for an extra component to fulfill this function as is the case for other valve
manufacturers’ designs.
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EFFORTLESS EFFICIENCY
As a standard, three point external adjusting bolts in the cover assure
equilibrium to the compression of the stem and in-line seals by imparting
a balanced force through a metal thrust washer located under the cover
above the formed metal diaphragm. This mechanism provides a multiple
seal to atmosphere and a double (downstream & upstream) bidirectional
in-line seal.
Independent wrench stops are cast on the cover to limit the stroke at the open
and close positions without endangering the integrity of the seal adjustment
as in other manufacturers’ designs. Parallel flats are machined on the sides of
the plug stem providing positive indication of the direction of flow at all times,
independent of other position indicators.
Offered as an option on all ANSI/ASME FluoroSeal® valves, and standard on all
DIN valves up to DN 150, is the EZ-SEAL® (patented) Top Seal and Adjustment
System. Featuring a single point adjustment it eliminates the possibility of plug
side loading. The EZ-SEAL® (patented) also introduces a new industry standard
by the incorporation of a Min / Max gauge on the cover, giving a visual indication
of the remaining service life of a valve and easing the process of maintenance
planning.

PLEDGE OF QUALITY
All major pressure bearing and/or boundary components (body, plug and
cover) of FluoroSeal® valves are fully traceable to mill test certificates ensuring
material authenticity. Quality levels are maintained through continuous
inspection and manufacturing surveillance of these and all other components.
A concerted effort is made to conform to all regulatory authority requirements
where and when invoked, in keeping with FluoroSeal Inc.’s pledge of quality
first. FluoroSeal® Plug Valves comply with the following standards:
API 599
ASME B16.25
ASTM F1545-97
DIN EN 12266
ISO/FDI 10497

ASME B16.5
ASME B16.34
DIN EN 558-1
MSS SP-55
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API 598
ASME B16.10
ASME B16.42
DIN EN 1092-1
MSS SP-61

AT A GLANCE
∙ Bidirectional flow
∙ Quarter-turn operation
∙ Non-lubricated
∙ Self-cleaning on each operation
∙ 2-way and multiport configurations
∙ Special service and jacketed designs available
∙ All casting components traceable to mill test certificates
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Investment cast on all materials for sizes 1/2” – 12” (ANSI/ASME Class 150 lbs)
Investment cast on all materials for sizes 1/2” – 6” (ANSI/ASME Class 300 lbs)
Investment cast on all materials for sizes 1/2” – 6” (ANSI/ASME Class 600 lbs)
Investment cast on all materials for sizes DN 15 – DN 150 (PN 16 – PN 40)
Standard heavy-duty gears available on all FluoroSeal® valves
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ANSI/ASME Class 150 Lbs FluoroSeal® Plug Valve Cut-Away

DESIGN FEATURES SUMMARY
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Bidirectional in-line bubble-tight seal independent of line pressure
Multiple external bubble-tight seals independent of line pressure
Direct mechanical three-point adjustment independent of line pressure
Independent travel stops
Full encapsulation and retention of all leading edges of PTFE sleeve and top
seal components
Full lip at port openings protects PTFE sleeve
Contoured waterway ensures minimum flow turbulence characteristic
No body cavities to entrap flow media
Positive flow direction indication
Drilled and tapped flange actuation-mounting pads independent of cover
and top seal assembly. This feature is optional on lever-operated valves
(1/2" thru 4") in HASTELLOY®, INCONEL®, Titanium, and Zirconium alloys.
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SLEEVED PLUG VALVES — COMPONENTS

ANSI/ASME Class 150 Lbs FluoroSeal® Plug Valve with Wrench

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

1.
2.

As Specified
Carbon Steel or 304 SS
Carbon Steel or 304 SS
304 SS
304 SS
304 SS, MONEL®
PTFE Fluorocarbon
PTFE Fluorocarbon
PTFE Fluorocarbon
Carbon Steel
Steel
Heavy Duty Cast Carbon Steel Housing
Hi-Strength Steel
304 SS
Steel
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Body and Plug1
Cover2
Cover Bolts2
Adjusting Bolts
Thrust Washer
Metal Diaphragm3
Delta Ring
Diaphragm
Sleeve4
Wrench Operator5
Wrench Bolt5
Gear Assembly
Gear Adaptor5
Gear Mounting Bracket
Mounting Bracket Bolts5

See BODY & PLUGS MATERIAL TABLE for material selections.
Cover and bolt materials of standard valves will be supplied in accordance with the
following table:
SPECIFIED BODY
Ductile Iron
Carbon Steel
All Other Materials

COVER
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
CF8

ANSI/ASME COVER BOLT
ASTM A193 Gr. B7
ASTM A193 Gr. B7
ASTM A193 Gr. B8

DIN COVER BOLT
DIN EN 10269
DIN EN 10269
DIN EN 10269

Covers can be delivered in the same material as body if specified at time of order.
3.
4.
5.
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MONEL® metal diaphragms will be supplied with valves having a MONEL® or nickel trim. All
others will be supplied with 304 SS diaphragms.
Glass reinforced PTFE (RTFE), PFA Fluorocarbon, GF2P, Hi-Temp, and UHMWPE sleeves are
available on special order.
304 SS available on special order.
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